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1ASSESSING THE PROBLEM OF HUMAN CAPITAL MISMATCH IN TRANSITION ECONOMIES
ABSTRACT
In transition economies, there may be a signiﬁcant mismatch between the types of skills
that workers possess and the types of skills that the new economy demands. We consider
this problem of human capital mismatch along the dimensions of training type (holding
the level) and occupation. We document that in the Czech Republic and Poland the
wage rate grew faster in business occupations than in technical occupations in the 1990’s,
and that in response the technical training/occupations contracted while the business
training/occupations expanded. We do not ﬁnd this pattern in Hungary. We construct a
neoclassical model with endogenous occupational choice and calibrate it to the Czech and
Polish data. We estimate that the discounted sum of output loss due to human capital
mismatch amounts to 44% of the aggregate output of the beginning year of transition.
JEL classiﬁcation: J31; J62; P23; E13
Key words: human capital; mismatch; occupation; training
21. Introduction
It is commonly held that sine the level of human capital in transition countries is
quite high, human capital does not pose a problem for them. This view is largely based on
the fact that the level of education is quite high in these countries. In 1990, the average
number of schooling years was 10.1 for Czechoslovakia, 8.9 for Hungary, and 9.5 for Poland
(Barro and Lee 1996).1 These numbers are comparable to those for the OECD countries,
whose average was 9.0.
Human capital, however, is not homogeneous: an engineer and an entrepreneur may
have the same level of human capital but not the same type. Suppose that in an econ-
omy there are many workers with engineering skills but few with entrepreneurial skills,
yet the economy demands many entrepreneurs and few engineers. In this situation, the
relative scarcity of entrepreneurs would pose a problem. To put it more generally, this
is a problem of mismatch between the composition of existing human capital and that of
demanded human capital. This problem of human capital mismatch may be signiﬁcant for
the transition countries at least during the early period of transition. The types of human
capital that the command economy of the pre-transition era demanded are diﬀerent from
those that the market economy of transition era demands. In this paper, we assess the
quantitative signiﬁcance of the problem of human capital mismatch in the Czech Republic,
Poland, and Hungary along their transition paths.
It is worth emphasizing that the human capital mismatch that we study in this paper
is not about the level. In Labor literature, there are studies that address the mismatch
between the level of the worker’s human capital and the level that the job requires, in
particular, overeducation (see Alba-Ramirez 1993 for an example). In Growth literature,
there are studies that highlight as a problem the mismatch between the low level of the
workers’ human capital and the high level that a new technology requires, that is, skill-
biased technological change (see for example Acemoglu and Zilibotti 2001). In this paper
1 The average for the nine ‘Former Centrally Planned Economies’ was 9.98.
3human capital mismatch is about the type, holding the level. The basic idea is that the
composition of human capital in pre-transition economies was skewed toward technical
training and the adjustment toward business-related human capital is taking place during
transition in response to an increased demand for business training. The adjustment is
composed of a change in the distribution of new graduates across training types and the
movement of some workers from technical to business occupations during the early period
of transition.
There are several related studies that address changes in the training type and the
cross-sectoral and cross-occupational labor mobility in transition countries.2 Sarychev
(1999) studies the changes from specialized vocational training to general training during
the early period of transition in East Germany. Sorm and Terrell (2000) ﬁnd a signiﬁcant
movement of labor into the ﬁnance, trade, and tourism sectors and out of the agricultural
and industrial sectors in the Czech Republic. Similarly, Sabirianova (2000) ﬁnds the ex-
pansion of service and business occupations in Russia. In this paper we document the
movement from technical to business training and occupation, which we consider to be a
natural adjustment given the human capital mismatch. Further, we assess the quantitative
signiﬁcance of human capital mismatch at the aggregate level.
Our strategy is to construct an aggregate model with endogenous occupational mo-
bility, calibrate the model using the data, and compare the trajectories of the aggregate
economy during transition with and without the human capital mismatch. In Section 2,
we present the model. In Section 3, we present evidence for the movement from technical
to business training and occupation in the Czech Republic and Poland. (We do not ﬁnd
evidence for Hungary.) In Section 4, we calibrate the model in Section 2 using the data
2 There are diﬀerent views about the size of labor mobility. Boeri and Flinn (1999) found that the
level of worker mobility across sectors and occupations in the Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, and
Slovakia was surprisingly lower than in Italy. In contrast, Campos and Dabusinskas (2001) found a large
occupational mobility during the early period of transition in Estonia, as Sorm and Terrell (2000) did in
the Czech Republic.
4in Section 3 and quantify the eﬀects of human capital mismatch during transition in the
Czech Republic and Poland. We estimate that the discounted sum of output loss due to
human capital mismatch amounts to 44% of aggregate output in the beginning year of
transition. In Section 5, we summarize and evaluate the results.
2. The Model Economy
In this section, we present the model economy. The model motivates the data analysis
in Section 3, and is also used for the quantitative exercise in Section 4. We ﬁrst lay out the
worker’s decision problem in choosing a career path. Next, we show how the labor supply
is derived from the individual workers’ career paths. Finally, we complete the model by
showing how the wage rates are determined given the labor supply and the production
function.
2.1 The Worker’s Decision Problem
A worker receives one and only one type of training before beginning his work life.
There are S number of training types. Let the type of training be denoted by s =
1;2;:::;S. The type of training a worker receives is exogenous: he takes it as given
in his decision problem. A worker’s work life is J number of periods. Let the period of
a worker’s work life be denoted by j = 1;2;:::;J. There are I number of occupations.
Let the occupation be denoted by i = 1;2;:::;I. In any period of his work life, a worker
can work in any of the occupations. Let the experience in an occupation by a worker, i.e.,
the number of periods he spent in the occupation, be denoted by e = 1;2;:::;J  1. The
eﬀective labor input of a worker depends on the training he received, the occupation in
which he works, and his experience in that occupation. Let a(s;i;e) denote the eﬀective
labor input by a worker who is trained for occupation s, works in occupation i, and has
spent e number of periods working in occupation i. The wage of such a worker is
wt(s;i;e) = ˜ wt(i)a(s;i;e): (1)
5where ˜ wt(i) is the wage rate for one unit of eﬀective labor input in occupation i.
Let gt(s;j) denote the date t occupation of a worker who has training in s and is in
the j’th period of his work life. The career path of a worker who is trained in occupation
s and enters the work force in period t is then fgt+j1(s;j)gj. Given fgt+j1(s;j)gj, the
worker’s experience path fet+j1(s;j)gj is given by
et+j1(s;j) =
j1 X
k=1
(gt+j1(s;j);gt+k1(s;k)) (2)
where  is an indicator function: (i;i0) is equal to 1 if i = i0, and equal to 0 otherwise.
A worker’s utility is the discounted linear sum of wages over his work life: the utility of a
worker who is trained in occupation s and enters the work force in period t is
J X
k=1
k1 ˜ wt+k1(gt+k1(s;k))a(s;gt+k1(s;k);et+k1(s;k)) (3)
where the discount rate  < 1. A worker’s decision problem is to maximize his utility
by choosing his career path, taking as given his training s and wage rates f ˜ wt(i)g. The
solution to this problem may not be unique: multiple career paths may maximize the
worker’s utility. Let Gt(s) denote the set of utility-maximizing career paths for a worker
entering the work force in period t with training s:
Gt(s) = ffgt+j(s;j)gj : fgt+j(s;j)gj maximizes the utility of the workerg: (4)
This completes the description of the worker’s decision problem.
2.2 The Labor Supply
In each period, many workers enter the work force. The entering workers diﬀer in the
type of training they received. Let mt(s) denote the number of workers who begin work
life in period t with training s. Recall from the previous subsection, multiple career paths
may maximize the utility of the worker. Thus in equilibrium workers of the same cohort
6with the same training may choose diﬀerent career paths. Let (fgt(s;j)gj) denote the
fraction of workers who choose the career fgt(s;j)gj:
X
Gt(s)
(fgt(s;j)gj) = 1: (5)
Let nt(i) denote the number of workers in occupation i in period t. Given the wage
rates f ˜ wt(i)g, the labor supply fnt(i)g is determined by the distribution of career paths
f(fgt(s;j)gj)g that workers choose:
nt(i) =
t X
=tJ+1
X
s
X
G(s)
(i;gt(s; + J  1))(fg(s;j)gj)m(s): (6)
The workers working in an occupation in a period will diﬀer in terms of their eﬀective
labor input due to diﬀerences in their training and experience. Let ˜ nt(i) denote the total
eﬀective labor input in occupation i in period t:
˜ nt(i) =
t X
=tJ+1
X
s
X
G(s)
(i;gt(s; + J  1))a(s;i;et(s;J  1))(fg(s;j)gj)m(s) (7)
where the experience path et(s;J  1)) is determined by (2) given the career path
fg(s;j)gj. Again, the labor supply fnt(i)g and the eﬀective labor supply f˜ nt(i)g may
not be unique since the utility-maximizing career path of workers of the same cohort and
with the same training may not be unique.
2.3 The Aggregate Economy
The aggregate economy is neoclassical except for the following two features. First,
the labor input is diﬀerentiated by the occupation. Second, we abstract from capital
accumulation and the ﬁrm’s proﬁt-maximization problem. We simply assume that there
is an aggregate production function and tha wage rates are determined by the marginal
products of the labor inputs. The aggregate production function is
Yt = AtFt(˜ nt(1); ˜ nt(2);:::; ˜ nt(I)): (8)
7The wage rates are given by
˜ wt(i) = At 
@Ft(˜ nt(1); ˜ nt(2);:::; ˜ nt(I))
@˜ nt(i)
: (9)
The equilibrium of the economy is the distribution of career paths f(fgt(s;j)gj)g, the
labor supply fnt(i)g, the eﬀective labor supply f˜ nt(i)g, and the wage rates f ˜ wt(i)g such
that the distribution of career paths is derived from the workers’ utility maximization
problem given the wage rates; the labor supply and the eﬀective labor supply are derived
from the distribution of career paths; and the wage rates are derived from the eﬀective
labor supply.
3. Data Analysis
In this section, we analyze training and occupational data from the Czech Republic,
Hungary, and Poland for the past decade of the transition period. The objective is to
describe the evolution of labor allocation across occupations and training types during
the early transition period. We will use the basic results of the data analysis for the
quantitative exercise in Section 4.
Tables 1 to 3 describe the evolution of the distribution of new graduates across train-
ing types in the 1990’s for the Czech Republic, Poland, and Hungary. The data come from
the Statistical Yearbooks for 1994 and 1998 in the Czech Republic,3 and the Statistical
Yearbooks for 1992 and 1997 in Poland and Hungary. The training is classiﬁed into eight
types: business/economics, technical/engineering, agriculture, arts/humanities/social sci-
ences, health/sports, law, natural science, and teaching. The details of constructing these
tables are in the appendix. The tables show large changes in the distribution of new
graduates across training types. In particular, from 1994 to 1998 in the Czech Republic
the number of new graduates with technical/engineering training declined from 50.4% to
3 The Czech Republic was formed from Czechoslovakia in 1993. For consistency of data over years, we
chose to use data after 1993.
842.6%. At the same time, the number of new graduates with business/economics train-
ing increased from 25.3% to 38.2%. There was thus a large shift from the technical to
business training. We can ﬁnd this shift in Poland also: from 1992 to 1997, the num-
ber of new graduates with technical/engineering training declined from 56.1% to 45.8%
whereas the number of graduates with business/economics training increased from 16.6%
to 29.7%. In Hungary, from 1992 t0 1997, there was also a decline of graduates with tech-
nical/engineering training, from 55.6% to 48.8%. However, the major increase is in the
arts/humanities/social science, from 2.7% to 6.1%. The number of new graduates with
business/economics training in fact declined slightly. Also, the overall change in distri-
bution of new graduates is smaller in Hungary than in the Czech Republic and Poland.
This probably reﬂects that Hungary began its transition to a market economy in the 80’s,
earlier than did the Czech Republic and Poland, and hence less to change in Hungary in
the 90’s.
Tables 4 to 6 describe the evolution of the distribution of workers across occupations
in the 1990’s for the Czech Republic, Poland and Hungary. The data come from the Mi-
crocensus conducted in 1992 and 1996 in the Czech Republic, the Labor Force Surveys
conducted in February 1995 and February 1999 in Poland, and the Wage and Earnings
Surveys conducted in 1995 and 1998 in Hungary.4 In the Czech Republic and Poland,
occupations are classiﬁed into 27 two-digit ISCO-88 occupations; in Hungary, they are
classiﬁed into 39 two-digit HSCO-93 occupations, which are similar to ISCO-88. The oc-
cupations are ordered by the growth rate of the number of workers. In the Czech Republic
4 In the Czech Republic there were no other years in which the Microcensus was conducted. (The
Czech Labor Force Surveys do not include wage data, to which we will turn shortly.) The Microcensus for
1992 was conducted for Czechoslovakia, from which the Czech Republic was formed in 1993. However, we
used data that were extracted only for the Czech Republic. We were forced to use the 1992 Microcensus
despite its inconsistency with the 1996 Microcensus in this respect. In Poland the Labor Force Surveys
were conducted quarterly since May 1992, but there was a change in the occupational classiﬁcation system
to ISCO-88 in May 1994 and further, information about wages was absent until February 1995. In Hungary
the Wage and Earnings Survey was also conducted in 1992, but there was a change in the occupational
classiﬁcation system to HSCO-93 in 1995. For consistency of data over time, we chose not to use these
earlier surveys for Poland and Hungary.
9from 1992 to 1996 business-related occupations tended to expand while the technical occu-
pations tended to contract. To be more precise, consider ISCO-88 occupations 12, 13, 41,
42, 52, and 91, which are basically managers, salespersons, clerks, and oﬃce workers, as
business-related occupations. The number of workers in these occupations as a share of all
workers increased from 18.7% to 24.0%. Now consider ISCO-88 occupations 21, 31, 32, 33,
34, 71, 72, 73, 74, 81, 82, 83, and 93 which are technicians, machine operators, mechanics,
etc., as technical occupations. The number of workers in these occupations declined from
62.5% to 59.2%. This movement from technical occupations to business occupations is
similar to the changes in the distribution of new graduates across training types described
above. Further, the average wage rate of the business occupations grew 4% more than the
average wage rate of all workers. In contrast, that of the technical occupations grew 8%
less than the average wage rate of all workers. This wage growth diﬀerential between the
business and the technical occupations suggests that the labor movement was driven by
changes in demand: the new economy demanded larger business occupations and smaller
technical occupations.
In Poland from 1995 to 1999, we can observe a similar, albeit weaker, pattern. The
business occupations grew from 26.1% to 27.1% while the technical occupations declined
from 60.0% to 55.9%. Again, this is similar to the changes in the distribution of training
types in the 1990’s in Poland. The wage growth rate of business occupations is 5% greater
than the wage growth rate of all workers, and the wage growth rate of technical occupations
is 5% less than the wage growth rate of all workers, indicating that the demand change
was the source of the labor movement.
In Hungary, the labor movement across occupations was diﬀerent from those of the
Czech Republic and Poland. Consider HSCO-93 occupations 21, 31, 52, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75,
76, 81, 82, and 83 as technical occupations. From 1995 to 1998, this group of occupations
grew from 58.1% to 61.9%. This change is not only the opposite of that found for the
Czech Republic and Poland, but also of the changes in the Hungarian distribution of
10new graduates mentioned above. A further surprise is that the wage rate of technical
occupations grew 2% more than the average wage of all workers, indicating a positive
demand change for technical occupations. Now consider HSCO-93 occupations 13, 14, 25,
36, 39, 41, 42, 51, and 91 as business occupations. Again, contrary to the pattern for
the Czech Republic and Poland, the business occupations as a group declined from 29.3%
to 24.5%. At the same time, the wage rate of business occupations grew 5% more than
the average wage of all workers. These ﬁndings for Hungary seem hard to understand
intuitively. But, given that Hungary began its transition to a market economy earlier than
the other two countries, perhaps it is not so surprising that we do not ﬁnd a simple pattern
of labor movement that would indicate a major change of the labor market conditions.
In summary, the educational and occupational data show that there was a major
shift of labor from technical training/occupations to business training/occupations in the
1990’s in the Czech Republic and Poland. This seems consistent with the impression one
obtains from casual observation of transition economies: the pre-transition economy was
skewed toward technical training/occupations and the transition involves the expansion
of occupations that require business training. For Hungary, the data do not show an
intuitively clear pattern of labor movement across training/occupations. In particular, the
overall data do not show a shift from technical to business training/occupations that is
observed for the Czech Republic and Hungary.
4. Quantitative Exercise
In this section, we adapt the model in Section 2 to the transition environment based
on the results from Section 3 to assess the quantitative importance of human capital
mismatch in transition economies. Recall that the labor reallocation in the Czech Republic
and Poland is characterized by that from the technical to business training/occupations,
but the labor reallocation in Hungary was diﬃcult to characterize. Thus we conduct
the exercise based on the data for the Czech Republic and Poland. However, under the
11assumption that the Hungarian transition of the 1980’s was similar to that of the Czech
Republic and Poland in the 1990’s, the results may also be relevant to the early period of
transition in Hungary.
The transition is modeled as follows. The economy is assumed to be on a balanced
growth path for t  0. There is an unexpected change in the production function starting
period t = 1 so that the demand structure (i.e., relative demand for occupations) changes.
The change is gradual, but much of it occurs in the early periods of transition. The labor
allocation across occupations changes following the change in demand structure. This
change in labor allocation has two parts. First, the distribution of new workers across
training types adjusts exogenously over time to match the changing demand structure.
Again, much of the change in training occurs in the early periods of transition. Second,
for some periods workers, old and new, may choose to work in occupations for which they
are not trained.
For the exercise, we need to specify the number of types of training S, the number of
occupations I, the number of periods of work life J, the individual eﬀective labor input
function a(s;i;e), the discount rate , the distribution of new workers over training types
fmt(s)g, the sequence of aggregate productivity fAtg, the production function for t  0
denoted by Fo, and the production function for t  1 denoted by Fn. We set S = 2
and I = 2. Training type/occupation 1 is meant to be a business-related one, and training
type/occupation 2 a technical one. We set J = 10. This implies that the length of a period
is 4 years under the assumption that a worker’s work life is 40 years. We set  = :85. This
implies the real annual interest rate of about 4% under constant consumption over periods.
We assume the eﬀective labor function to take the form
loga(s;i;e) = 1e  2e2 for s = i and
a(s;i;e) = a(s;s;e) for s 6= i,
(10)
where 1;2 > 0 and 0 <  < 1. The ﬁrst equation is Mincerian, as commonly used in the
Labor literature (see for example Mincer). It captures the increasing and concave wage
12proﬁle over experience. We set 1 = :10 and 2 = :05. The parameter  captures the
eﬀective labor input of a worker who works in an occupation that he is not trained for.
The calibration for this parameter will be discussed later.
We set the production functions to be
Ft(˜ nt(1); ˜ nt(2)) = [˜ nt(1)0˜ nt(2)10]2=3 (11)
for t  0,
Ft(˜ nt(1); ˜ nt(2)) = [˜ nt(1)t˜ nt(2)1t]2=3 (12)
for t  1, and
t+1  t
1  t
= ; (13)
where 0 < 0;1 < 1 and 0 <  < 1. The parameter 0 captures the relative demand for
the two occupations before transition. The relative demand changes during transition: t
is increasing in t. The parameter 1 captures the relative demand in the long run and
the parameter  captures the speed of change in demand, a higher value meaning a faster
change. The calibration of 0, 1, and  will be discussed later. We assume the sequence
of productivity fAtg to have followed some constant annual growth path for t  0. This
pre-transition growth rate of productivity is not essential for the exercise and does not
need to be speciﬁed. We assume the sequence of productivity to follow a new constant
annual growth path after the transition starts: for t  1
At+1 = A
1+
t : (14)
We set  = :082, which implies an annual growth rate of about 2%. This growth rate does
not seem to be an unreasonable estimate for transition economies at least in the medium
run.
We assume no population growth and normalize the number of workers who enter the
work force to be one: mt(1)+mt(2) = 1: Thus at any date there are 10 people in the work
13force, each person representing a diﬀerent age group. As for the distribution of workers
across training types, we set m0(1) = 0 for all t  0, and
mt+1(1)  mt(1)
1  mt(1)
=  (15)
for t  1. This speciﬁcation insures that before transition the composition of new workers
each period exactly met the old demand structure, and will exactly meet the new demand
structure in the long run. The parameter  captures the speed of change in the distribution
of new workers across training types. Since the change in the distribution of new workers
can only marginally change the distribution of all workers, the change in the distribution of
all workers over training types will in general lag behind the change in the relative demand
of occupations.
The parameters that remain to be chosen are  that captures the eﬀective labor
input of a worker with a training-occupation mismatch, 0 that captures both the pre-
transition relative demand for occupations and the pre-transition distribution of workers
over training types, 1 that captures the demand and distribution in the long run, 
that captures the speed of change in the demand for occupations, and  that captures
the speed of change in the distribution of new workers across training types. To choose
values for these parameters, we use the results from the data analysis in Section 3. Table 7
summarizes the labor reallocation from the business to the technical training/occupations
in the Czech Republic and Poland. To illustrate how the table was constructed, in 1992
in Poland the number of new graduates with business training was 86,209 and the number
of new graduates with either business or technical training was 291,451. For the purpose
of calibration, we ignore the graduates with neither business nor technical training, and
deﬁne the share of business training to be the ratio of these two numbers, or 22.8%. The
share of business occupations is calculated in a similar way. In 1992 in the Czech Republic
the share of business occupations was 23.0%. Looking at these numbers, we could guess
that the business share of training/occupation may have been around 20% in 1990, the
14beginning year of transition. Thus we set 0 to be .20. To calibrate the parameter 1, we
need to make a guess about the business share of training/occupation in the long run. For
this purpose, we calculated the business share of training in 1993 for Austria in the same
way as we did for the Czech Republic, Poland, and Hungary.5 We found that the business
share of training was 57.3% in Austria. Austria is in many ways a good benchmark for
assessing the economic future of the Czech Republic and, to a lesser extent, of Poland.
Based on this, we set 1 to be .60. To calibrate , note that the business share of training
reached 39.4% in 1997 in Poland and 47.2% in 1998 in the Czech Republic. The year 1998
corresponds to the end of date 2 in the model. From these numbers, we take as a condition
that the business share of training reach 45% at date 2, i.e., m2(1) = :45. Given that
0 = :20 and 1 = :60, we can calculate that  = :39 using equation 15.
Now the only free parameters are  and . These parameters are diﬃcult to relate
to the data directly. Instead we choose the values of these two parameters so that the
endogenous variables under the chosen values match the data along some dimensions.
The algorithm for ﬁnding the equilibrium under a given set of parameter values is as
follows. First, we set the labor supply for t  1 to be such that every worker works in the
occupation for which he is trained, i.e., workers with business training work in the business
occupation and workers with technical training work in the technical occupation. Second,
we calculate the wage rates for t  1 under this labor supply. Third, we solve the career-
decision problems of individual workers under these wage rates and derive a new labor
supply for t  1. Fourth, we update the original labor supply by a small amount so that
it is closer to the new labor supply. This marginal update rule avoids the non-converging
oscillation of labor supply as the update is repeated. Fifth, we recalculate the wage rates
for t  1 under this updated labor supply. Sixth, we repeat the third, the fourth, and the
5 The data come from the Austrian Statistical Yearbook 1993 and the Austrian Statistics on Univer-
sities: Study Year 1992/93.
15ﬁfth steps until the labor supply and the wage rates converge. By construction, the limit
of the convergence is the equilibrium.
The features of data that we want the model to replicate are the size of labor reallo-
cation across occupations and the wage diﬀerential between occupations. As for the labor
reallocation, note from Table 7 that the business share of occupation was 28.8% in 1996 in
the Czech Republic and 32.6% in 1999 in Poland. From this we take as a condition that
in the model the business share of occupations be 31% at date 2, an 11% increase from
date 0. As for the wage diﬀerential, note from Tables 4 and 5 that the wage of business
occupations grew faster than that of technical occupations by 12% in the Czech Republic
from 1992 to 1996, and by 10% in Poland from 1995 to 1999. From this we take as a
condition that in the model the wage diﬀerential at date 2 be 25%, that is, the ratio of the
average wage of the business occupation and the average wage of the technical occupation
be 1.25, a change from 1.00 at date 0. We calculated equilibria using various values of
 and , and found the pattern that for a higher  or for a higher , there is more la-
bor reallocation. Intuitively, for a higher  the eﬃciency loss of labor input from moving
from the business to the technical occupation is lower, and this would make people more
willing to move; for a higher , the change in the composition of demand for the business
vs. the technical occupation is slower, and this would create less of a wage premium for
the business occupation, consequently attracting a lower number of movers. Thus each
value of  is mapped to a unique value of  so that under the two values the business
share of occupations is 31% at date 2. We also found that as we increase , at the same
time decreasing  according to the mapping, the wage diﬀerential decreases. In fact, we
can deduce this pattern as a property of the model: given the Cobb-Douglas production
function, a lower  implies a lower business share of aggregate wage bill, and under a ﬁxed
business share of occupations this leads to a lower average wage of the business occupation
relative to that of the technical occupation. Thus there is a unique set of values of  and
16 under which the business share of occupations is 31% and the wage diﬀerential is 25%
at date 2. These values are  = :76 and  = :23.
Table 8 and Figures 1 to 3 describe the equilibrium for the calibrated economy. During
the early transition, the diﬀerential in the eﬀective wage between the business occupation
and the technical occupation increases, reaching 63% at one point. The labor allocation
shifts from the technical to business occupation. This is because ﬁrst, the share of new
workers with business training increases and second, some workers with technical training
choose to work in the business occupation. Workers who choose to work in the business
occupation despite technical training are 6.4% of all workers at date 1. At date 2, there are
some additional workers who choose to work in the business occupation despite technical
training, making the total 7.1%. For these workers, the beneﬁt of wage premium in the
business occupation outweighs the loss of individual eﬀective labor input due to improper
training and to lack of experience.6 Although they enjoy the wage premium in business
occupations, their wage is lower than that of their fellow workers with business training
and experience. This lowers the average wage rate in the business occupation (i.e., the
total wage bill divided by the number of workers in the business occupation). Hence the
average wage diﬀerential between the business and the technical occupations is less than
the eﬀective wage diﬀerential between the two occupations. At its height, the average wage
diﬀerential reaches only 40%.
During transition, there is a rapid drop of output followed by a gradual increase.7
The dotted line in Figure 1 is the hypothetical output path under the assumption that
6 These workers are all from the youngest age group in the labor force. Younger workers have less
experience and thus their loss of eﬀective labor input from working in the business occupation is lower.
Further, young workers have more remaining work life to accumulate experience in the business occupation.
On the other hand, since the wage premium of the business occupation is temporary, the older workers
can take advantage of this premium by moving into the business occupation for a greater fraction of the
remaining work life than younger workers. Under the set of values chosen for the exercise, the experience
factor outweighs the temporary-premium factor. This result is consistent with the empirical ﬁndings in
Sorm and Terrell (2000).
7 We do not attach a signiﬁcant meaning to the output drop. This is an artifact of the assumed
production function and the assumed parameter-shifting over time, hardly an explanation for the observed
output drop during early transition.
17there were no problems of human capital mismatch, that is, under the assumption that
in each period and for each age group, the composition of workers across business vs.
technical training were (magically) the same as the composition of demand across business
vs. technical occupations. There is an initial drop of output in the hypothetical output
path as in the actual output path. The actual output is lower than the hypothetical output
precisely due to the human capital mismatch: the composition of workers over training lags
behind the changing composition of demand. The actual output path gradually catches
up with the hypothetical output path as the composition of workers over training catches
up with the composition of demand and the workers who work in the business occupation
despite their technical training retire. The one-period loss of output due to human capital
mismatch is in the order of a few percents. We can calculate the sum of the output loss
over the periods, discounted to date 0. This amounts to 11% of date 0 output. Since the
length of a period is assumed to be 4 years, this is equivalent to 44% of the output in the
beginning year of transition.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we assessed the problem of human capital mismatch in Central European
countries during transition to the market economy. For the Czech Republic and Poland,
we could characterize the human capital mismatch as the skewed distribution of existing
human capital toward the technical type in contrast to the high demand for the business
type. This is supported by the evidence that technical training/occupations contracted
and business training/occupations expanded in the 1990’s, and that the wage rate grew
faster in business occupations than in technical occupations. For Hungary, we could not
discern an obvious problem of human capital mismatch in the 1990’s. This may be because
Hungary started the transition to a market economy earlier than did the Czech Republic
and Poland, and much of the labor market change took place before the 1990’s. Based
on a model calibrated to the data of the Czech Republic and Poland, we estimated that
18the discounted sum of output loss due to human capital mismatch amount to 44% of the
aggregate output in the beginning year of transition. In other words, Czechs and Poles
would have been willing to pay 44% of the 1990 GDP in exchange for eliminating the
human capital mismatch problem. This is not a small sum. Lucas (1987) estimates the
welfare eﬀect of business cycles in the US to be equivalent to perpetually losing about one
half percentage of consumption, which translates to less than 15% of the current year’s
GDP. In other words, Americans would be willing to pay less than 15% percent of any
given year’s GDP in exchange for eliminating business cycles forever. In these terms, our
results suggest that the problem of human capital mismatch in the Czech Republic and
Poland (and perhaps in transition economies in general, by extension) is quantitatively
signiﬁcant.
We are aware of possible objections to our results. Perhaps most signiﬁcantly, we
took the changing demand structure as given: the Czech and Polish economies must be
restructured so that the composition of human capital becomes similar to that of Austria
in the long run. Our analysis of the data suggests that empirically this is not a bad
approximation. Still, the initial composition of human capital could aﬀect the long-run
demand structure for various reasons, and the long-run demand structure in the Czech
Republic and especially Poland may turn out to be more technically oriented than we
assumed, given that their initial composition of human capital was technically skewed. We
leave this issue of the endogenous evolution of demand structure to future research. We also
leave the issue of optimal policy regarding the human capital mismatch problem for further
research. However, we can say that the educational system has adjusted signiﬁcantly in
response to the changing demand structure in the Czech Republic and Poland, as evidenced
by the dramatic changes in the composition of graduates across training types. We don’t
see any obvious policy shortcomings, but nor do we have the ﬁnal words on this.
19Appendix
Tables 1, 2, and 3 were constructed by pooling various training types from the Statis-
tical Yearbooks of the Czech Republic, Poland, and Hungary into several broad training
types that are common to the three countries. We used the following deﬁnitions of training
types.
Czech Republic. Secondary: business/economics = entrepreneurship in industries in
vocational education; technical/engineering = machine control and operation + mechan-
ical engineering and metallurgy + electrical engineering, transport and communications
+ chemistry, food industry + construction + fashion and clothing + textile and garment
industry + wood processing, shoe industry; agriculture = agriculture and forestry + vet-
erinary medicine; arts, humanities, social sciences = arts and handicraft + librarians and
journalists + arts + philosophy and theology; health/sports = health services + physical
culture, training and sports; law = public and legal administration; natural science = en-
vironmental protection; teaching = pedagogy; grammar = grammar schools. University:
business/economics = economics; technical/engineering = mining + metallurgy + mechan-
ical engineering + electrical engineering + industrial chemistry + food + architecture +
construction + footwear industry + wood and paper production + transport; agriculture
= agriculture, forestry and veterinary medicine; arts, humanities, social sciences = phi-
losophy + politics + history + journalism + philology + psychology + sciences of arts;
health/sports = medicine and pharmacy + physical culture; law = law; natural sciences
= physics and mathematics + geology + geography + chemistry + biology + ecology and
environmental protection; teaching = pedagogy + teacher training.
Poland. Secondary: business/economics = commercial and business + services; tech-
nical/engineering = trade, craft and industrial programs + transport and communications;
agriculture = agriculture, forestry and ﬁshery; arts, humanities, social sciences = ﬁne
and applied arts; health/sports = health-related auxiliaries; teaching = teacher training;
grammar = grammar schools. University: business/economics = commercial and business
administration + services; technical/engineering = engineering + architecture and town
planning + transport and communications; agriculture = agriculture, forestry and ﬁsh-
ery; arts, humanities, social sciences = ﬁne and applied arts + humanities + religion and
theology + social and behavioral science + home economics + mass communication and
documentation; health/sports = medical science; law = law; natural sciences = natural
science + mathematics and computer science; teaching = education science and teacher
training.
20Hungary. Secondary: business/economics = economic + commercial + trade + cater-
ing + miscellaneous and servicing industries; technical/engineering = mining + metallurgy
+ engineering + other iron and metal industry + electrical engineering and energy industry
+ precision engineering + chemical industry + paper industry + food processing indus-
try + building material industry + construction + transport, post, telecommunications +
textile industry + leather, fur and shoe industry + clothing industry + wood industry +
printing industry; agriculture = plant cultivation + animal husbandry; arts, humanities,
social sciences = art; health/sports = sanitary; teaching = kindergarten teachers; grammar
= grammar schools. University: business/economics = economics; technical/engineering
= engineering; agriculture = agricultural + veterinary; arts, humanities, social sciences =
liberal arts + ﬁne arts + theology; health, sports = medical science + sanitary + physical
education; law = law and state administration; natural sciences = natural science; teaching
= teacher training (higher grade) + teacher training (higher grade) for disabled children
+ teacher training (lower grade) + kindergarten teacher.
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23Table 1. Educational Change in the Czech Republic from 1994 to 1998
Education Type 1994 Graduates 1998 Graduates
Secondary Total 151,156(1.000) 159,441(1.000)
business/economics 34,077( .225) 55,517( .348)
technical/engineering 67,423( .446) 63,528( .398)
agriculture 8,973( .059) 7,872( .049)
arts/humanities/social science 1,772( .012) 2,178( .014)
health/sports 8,601( .057) 5,275( .033)
law 3,721( .025) 822( .005)
natural science 0( .000) 141( .001)
teaching 1,948( .013) 1,129( .007)
grammar 24,640( .163) 22,979( .144)
University Total 18,509(1.000) 25,960(1.000)
business/economics 2,536( .137) 6,443( .248)
technical/engineering 5,709( .308) 5,729( .221)
agriculture 1,447( .078) 1,416( .055)
arts/humanities/social science 1,245( .067) 2,842( .110)
health/sports 1,904( .103) 1,979( .076)
law 698( .038) 1,150( .044)
natural science 969( .052) 1,464( .056)
teaching 4,001( .216) 4,937( .190)
Secondary and University Total 145,025(1.000) 162,422(1.000)
business/economics 36,613( .253) 61,960( .382)
technical/engineering 73,132( .504) 69,257( .426)
agriculture 10,420( .072) 9,288( .057)
arts/humanities/social science 3,017( .021) 5,020( .031)
health/sports 10,505( .072) 7,254( .045)
law 4,419( .031) 1,972( .012)
natural science 969( .007) 1,605( .010)
teaching 5,949( .041) 6,066( .037)
Note: Secondary and Universtiy Total excludes grammarTable 2. Educational Change in Poland from 1992 to 1997
Education Type 1992 Graduates 1997 Graduates
Secondary Total 522,029(1.000) 536,394(1.000)
business/economics 64,689( .124) 104,212( .194)
technical/engineering 276,727( .530) 245,276( .457)
agriculture 36,389( .070) 29,354( .055)
arts/humanities/social science 20,130( .039) 3,204( .006)
health/sports 10,775( .021) 2,841( .005)
law 0( .000) 0( .000)
natural science 0( .000) 0( .000)
teaching 2,519( .005) 7( .000)
grammar 110,800( .212) 151,500( .282)
University Total 107,941(1.000) 216,809(1.000)
business/economics 21,520( .199) 74,683( .345)
technical/engineering 14,724( .136) 30,238( .140)
agriculture 4,309( .040) 4,840( .022)
arts/humanities/social science 21,093( .195) 2,842( .110)
health/sports 1,904( .103) 15,675( .072)
law 3,594( .033) 5,320( .025)
natural science 5,587( .052) 5,725( .026)
teaching 18,966( .176) 43,708( .202)
Secondary and University Total 519,170(1.000) 601,703(1.000)
business/economics 86,209( .166) 178,895( .297)
technical/engineering 291,451( .561) 275,514( .458)
agriculture 40,698( .078) 34,194( .057)
arts/humanities/social science 41,223( .079) 39,824( .066)
health/sports 28,923( .056) 18,516( .031)
law 3,594( .007) 5,320( .009)
natural science 5,587( .011) 5,725( .010)
teaching 21,485( .041) 43,715( .073)
Note: Secondary and Universtiy Total excludes grammarTable 3. Educational Change in Hungary from 1992 to 1997
Education Type 1992 Graduates 1997 Graduates
Secondary Total 133,911(1.000) 132,222(1.000)
business/economics 27,661( .207) 29,916( .226)
technical/engineering 65,767( .491) 54,728( .414)
agriculture 6,041( .045) 5,947( .045)
arts/humanities/social science 564( .004) 1,623( .012)
health/sports 3,440( .026) 3,310( .025)
law 0( .000) 0( .000)
natural science 0( .000) 0( .000)
teaching 1,173( .009) 271( .002)
grammar 29,265( .219) 36,427( .276)
University Total 22,384(1.000) 48,582(1.000)
business/economics 2,599( .116) 3,765( .078)
technical/engineering 4,805( .215) 15,670( .323)
agriculture 1,349( .060) 4,887( .101)
arts/humanities/social science 2,885( .129) 7,239( .149)
health/sports 2,129( .095) 2,627( .054)
law 980( .044) 1,870( .039)
natural science 1,125( .050) 1,863( .038)
teaching 6,512( .291) 10,661( .219)
Secondary and University Total 127,030(1.000) 144,377(1.000)
business/economics 30,260( .238) 33,681( .233)
technical/engineering 70,572( .556) 70,398( .488)
agriculture 7,390( .058) 10,834( .075)
arts/humanities/social science 3,449( .027) 8,862( .061)
health/sports 5,569( .044) 5,937( .041)
law 980( .008) 1,870( .013)
natural science 1,125( .009) 1,863( .013)
teaching 7,685( .061) 10,932( .076)
Note: Secondary and Universtiy Total excludes grammarTable 4. Occupational Change in the Czech Republic from 1992 to 1996
ISCO Code/Occupation 92 Workers 96 Workers Growth 92 Wage 96 Wage Growth
52 Models and sales persons (B) 54( .019) 202( .039) 2.07 6,879 12,913 .77
42 Clerks (B) 45( .016) 136( .026) 1.68 6,396 16,067 1.03
61 Agriculture-market oriented 22( .008) 60( .012) 1.51 3,989 13,864 1.43
91 Elementary sales and services (B) 13( .004) 33( .006) 1.41 3,747 9,249 1.01
83 Vehicle operators (T) 98( .034) 248( .048) 1.40 5,600 11,488 .84
74 Other craft and manufacture (T) 41( .014) 97( .019) 1.31 6,260 11,711 .77
13 Managers of small companies (B) 159( .055) 373( .072) 1.30 9,288 23,345 1.03
73 Precision jobs, leather goods manufacturing (T) 43( .015) 99( .019) 1.28 6,449 13,063 .83
24 Other professional workers 142( .049) 290( .056) 1.13 7,348 20,968 1.17
32 Middle-level technicians in agriculture and health (T) 103( .036) 208( .040) 1.12 5,609 13,709 1.00
93 Elementary mining, industry, building, and transport (T) 13( .004) 26( .005) 1.11 5,639 11,963 .87
12 Managers of big organizations (B) 136( .047) 255( .049) 1.04 9,294 28,400 1.26
71 Miners and building industry workers (T) 86( .030) 161( .031) 1.04 6,850 12,435 .75
41 Oﬃce workers (B) 134( .046) 250( .048) 1.03 5,527 13,164 .98
23 Teachers 83( .029) 145( .028) .97 5,634 14,009 1.02
34 Other technicians (T) 283( .098) 490( .094) .96 6,825 14,651 .88
72 Metal treatment and mechanics (T) 191( .066) 326( .063) .95 5,528 12,233 .91
92 Elementary agriculture 3( .001) 5( .001) .92 4,706 7,995 .70
51 Guards and personal service 123( .043) 204( .039) .92 6,252 13,322 .88
81 Operators in mines and plants (T) 37( .013) 61( .012) .91 6,711 12,055 .74
33 Technical school teachers (T) 76( .026) 123( .024) .90 5,051 12,106 .99
21 Professionals in mathematical and technical ﬁelds (T) 167( .058) 253( .049) .84 8,523 18,104 .87
22 Professionals in natural science and health 82( .028) 122( .023) .83 7,032 18,800 1.10
31 Middle-level technicians (T) 645( .223) 957( .184) .82 5,986 14,725 1.01
82 Machine operators and assemblers (T) 25( .009) 37( .007) .82 4,697 12,705 1.11
11 Politicians 66( .023) 44( .008) .37 8,357 21,184 1.04
62 Agriculture-working for own consumption 22( .008) 9( .002) .23 6,033 3,617 .25
All business occupations 541( .187) 1,249( .240) 1.28 7,744 19,487 1.04
All technical occupations 1,808( .625) 3,086( .592) .95 6,274 13,926 .92
All occupations 2,892(1.000) 5,214(1.000) 1.00 6,631 16,048 1.00
Note: (B) denotes business occupations; (T) denotes technical occupations; wages are in units of Czech crowns; the data for all business
and all technical occupations are calculated from pooling the workers in the respective group of occupations.Table 5. Occupational Change in Poland from 1995 to 1999
ISCO Code/Occupation 92 Workers 96 Workers Growth 92 Wage 96 Wage Growth
11 Politicians 2( .000) 6( .001) 3.56 715 2,767 1.92
52 Models and sales persons (B) 200( .038) 265( .060) 1.57 284 597 1.04
23 Teachers 279( .054) 330( .075) 1.40 369 812 1.09
73 Precision jobs, leather goods manufacturing (T) 31( .006) 35( .008) 1.34 355 655 .92
24 Other professional workers 128( .025) 136( .031) 1.26 517 1,347 1.29
32 Middle-level technicians in agriculture and health (T) 166( .032) 174( .040) 1.24 312 685 1.09
33 Technical school teachers (T) 17( .003) 17( .004) 1.19 414 809 .97
93 Elementary mining, industry, building, and transport (T) 162( .031) 160( .037) 1.17 358 687 .95
31 Middle-level technicians (T) 238( .046) 232( .053) 1.16 504 887 .88
21 Professionals in mathematical and technical ﬁelds (T) 81( .016) 78( .018) 1.14 663 1,332 1.00
51 Guards and personal service 185( .036) 177( .040) 1.14 306 667 1.08
82 Machine operators and assemblers (T) 117( .023) 110( .025) 1.12 388 751 .96
34 Other technicians (T) 281( .054) 262( .060) 1.11 431 939 1.08
83 Vehicle operators (T) 346( .067) 310( .071) 1.06 423 826 .97
22 Professionals in natural science and health 63( .012) 55( .013) 1.04 498 982 .98
41 Oﬃce workers (B) 424( .082) 369( .084) 1.03 367 785 1.06
91 Elementary sales and services (B) 362( .070) 284( .065) .93 274 570 1.03
42 Clerks (B) 111( .021) 84( .019) .90 349 751 1.07
74 Other craft and manufacture (T) 363( .070) 267( .061) .87 321 651 1.01
12 Managers of big organizations (B) 170( .033) 122( .028) .85 608 1,573 1.28
92 Elementary agriculture 13( .003) 9( .002) .82 386 671 .86
13 Managers of small companies (B) 92( .018) 62( .014) .80 636 1,225 .96
81 Operators in mines and plants (T) 142( .027) 94( .021) .79 457 882 .96
72 Metal treatment and mechanics (T) 687( .132) 446( .102) .77 436 842 .96
61 Agriculture-market oriented 52( .010) 33( .008) .75 328 627 .95
71 Miners and building industry workers (T) 491( .094) 268( .061) .65 505 839 .83
All business occupations 1,359( .261) 1,186( .271) 1.04 377 793 1.05
All technical occupations 3,122( .600) 2,453( .559) .93 430 822 .95
All occupations 5,203(1.000) 4,385(1.000) 1.00 411 827 1.00
Note: (B) denotes business occupations; (T) denotes technical occupations; wages are in units of Polish zloty; the data for all business
and all technical occupations are calculated from pooling the workers in the respective group of occupations.Table 6. Occupational Change in Hungary from 1995 to 1998
HSCO Code/Occupation 92 Workers 96 Workers Growth 92 Wage 96 Wage Growth
23 Labor service professionals 114( .000) 210( .000) 2.08 49,742 72,410 .84
64 Plant and soil protection 245( .000) 329( .000) 1.51 27,664 39,713 .83
81 Manufacturing machine operators (T) 39,579( .038) 50,981( .055) 1.45 41,102 72,004 1.01
62 Skilled forest and farming workers 2,945( .003) 3,699( .004) 1.41 25,763 36,036 .81
53 Non-material service 30,492( .029) 33,477( .036) 1.23 30,484 48,937 .92
33 Labor service occupations 1,194( .001) 1,304( .001) 1.23 39,981 61,824 .89
12 Senior oﬃcials of organizations 3,757( .004) 4,023( .004) 1.20 100,882 176,281 1.01
75 Industry and warehouse workers (T) 18,534( .018) 19,745( .021) 1.20 34,088 60,995 1.03
39 Clerks N.E.C. (B) 7,046( .007) 7,495( .008) 1.19 47,730 75,454 .91
52 Transport and communication workers (T) 25,430( .025) 26,795( .029) 1.18 35,603 60,248 .97
72 Food processing and trades workers (T) 16,780( .016) 17,663( .019) 1.18 33,623 53,293 .91
25 Business, legal and social professionals (B) 9,305( .009) 9,792( .011) 1.18 79,372 165,023 1.20
51 Trade, hotel, restaurant workers (B) 23,141( .022) 22,651( .025) 1.10 28,648 47,745 .96
74 Steel and metal trade workers (T) 171,223( .166) 166,992( .181) 1.10 36,486 65,484 1.03
32 Health associate professionals 5,523( .005) 5,358( .006) 1.09 31,970 53,678 .97
82 Other stationary-plant operators (T) 29,933( .029) 28,950( .031) 1.09 39,156 67,969 1.00
24 Teaching professionals 28,728( .028) 27,579( .030) 1.08 43,827 72,426 .95
92 Agricultural laborers 2,754( .003) 2,569( .003) 1.05 21,542 34,330 .92
11 Senior oﬃcials of special-interest organizations 858( .001) 800( .001) 1.05 117,769 263,258 1.29
83 Mobile-plant operators (T) 110,129( .107) 101,141( .110) 1.03 35,855 60,195 .97
34 Teaching associate professionals 4,268( .004) 3,913( .004) 1.03 31,145 48,776 .90
61 Skilled agricultural workers 23,812( .023) 21,792( .024) 1.03 27,037 45,757 .97
73 Light industry workers (T) 24,787( .024) 22,644( .025) 1.03 31,277 49,553 .91
91 Elementary services occupations (B) 78,796( .076) 70,196( .076) 1.00 25,778 42,220 .94
29 Professionals N.E.C. 5,496( .005) 4,771( .005) .98 72,696 143,685 1.14
42 Management (consumer services) clerks (B) 3,425( .003) 2,960( .003) .97 37,271 70,516 1.09
26 Cultural, sport, and artistic professionals 3,348( .003) 2,869( .003) .96 56,366 80,828 .83
22 Health professionals 9,719( .009) 8,294( .009) .96 55,507 90,337 .94
21 Engineering, natural science professionals (T) 30,838( .030) 25,603( .028) .93 63,796 133,632 1.21
76 Construction workers (T) 77,560( .075) 64,150( .070) .93 32,952 55,752 .97
71 Extraction workers (T) 8,781( .009) 7,098( .008) .91 59,829 108,326 1.04
31 Technicians, related associate professionals (T) 46,968( .045) 37,849( .041) .91 49,158 96,126 1.13
36 Business, ﬁnancial intermediation clerks (B) 37,362( .036) 29,330( .032) .88 45,194 89,684 1.14
41 Oﬃce clerks (B) 4,107( .004) 3,151( .003) .86 38,131 66,691 1.01
37 Cultural, sport, and artistic associate professionals 3,393( .003) 2,385( .003) .79 45,135 65,983 .84
63 Skilled ﬁshery workers 559( .001) 346( .000) .70 26,232 39,635 .87
14 General managers (B) 7,423( .007) 4,513( .005) .68 65,719 115,323 1.01
35 Protection service associate professionals 3,109( .003) 1,869( .002) .68 46,448 81,722 1.01
13 Managers of business institutions (B) 132,594( .128) 75,240( .082) .64 80,385 173,260 1.24
All business occupations 303,199( .293) 225,328( .245) .83 55,770 101,330 1.05
All technical occupations 600,542( .581) 569,610( .619) 1.07 38,680 68,379 1.02
All occupations 1,034,055(1.000) 920,525(1.000) 1.00 43,880 76,189 1.00
Note: (B) denotes business occupations; (T) denotes technical occupations; N.E.C in occupation titles denotes Newly Established
Category; wages are in units of Hungarian forint; the data for all business and all technical occupations are calculated from pooling the
workers in the respective group of occupations.Table 7. Business Share of Training and Occupation in the Czech Republic and Poland in the 1990’s
Data sets 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999
Training, Czech Republic (Table 1) 33.4% 47.2%
Training, Poland (Table 2) 22.8% 39.4%
Occupation, Czech Republic (Table 4) 23.0% 28.8%
Occupation, Poland (Table 5) 30.3% 32.6%
Note: The business share of training is the number of workers with business training divided by the number of workers with business or
technical training; the business share of occupations is the number of workers in business occupations divided by the number of workers
in business or technical occupations.Table 8. Properties of the Calibrated Model
t Yt=¯ Yt ˜ mt(1) nt(1) ˜ wt(1)= ˜ wt(2) wat(1)=wat(2)
0 1.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 1.00
1 .99 2.16 2.80 1.23 1.05
2 .98 2.41 3.11 1.48 1.25
3 .97 2.71 3.42 1.61 1.37
4 .97 3.06 3.76 1.63 1.40
5 .97 3.42 4.13 1.57 1.37
6 .98 3.80 4.51 1.46 1.30
7 .98 4.19 4.89 1.32 1.20
8 .99 4.58 5.29 1.17 1.09
9 .99 4.98 5.68 1.02 .97
10 .99 5.37 6.08 .87 .86
11 1.00 5.62 5.68 1.06 1.04
12 1.00 5.76 5.76 1.04 1.02
13 1.00 5.86 5.86 1.01 1.00
14 1.00 5.91 5.91 1.00 .99
15 1.00 5.95 5.95 .99 .99
16 1.00 5.97 5.97 .99 .99
17 1.00 5.98 5.98 .99 .99
18 1.00 5.99 5.99 .99 .99
19 1.00 5.99 5.99 .99 .99
20 1.00 6.00 6.00 .99 .99
21 1.00 6.00 6.00 .99 .99
22 1.00 6.00 6.00 1.00 1.00
23 1.00 6.00 6.00 1.00 1.00
24 1.00 6.00 6.00 1.00 1.00
25 1.00 6.00 6.00 1.00 1.00
Note: Yt=¯ Yt: output as a percentage of no-mismatch output; ˜ mt(1): number of workers with business training; nt(1): number of workers
in the business occupation; ˜ wt(1)= ˜ wt(2): ratio of the eﬀective wage rates (i.e., wages of one unit of eﬀective labor) in business and
technical occupations; wat(1)=wat(2): ratio of the average wage rates (i.e., the total wage bill divided by the number of workers) in
business and technical occupations.Figure 1: Output Path of the Calibrated Model
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